Lei Xu X2, ■ • ■ be i.i.d. random variables and let S"=Xl+-■ -+X". The relationship between the /th moment of Xi and the convergence of the series 2n=i zn«!_1^(5n > 0) is investigated in this paper. The convergence of the series above when |z| = l but Z5¿1 is related to the oscillation of the sequence {P(S">0)} and to the oscillation of the sequence {5"} about zero. 
following theorem.
Theorem. If t ^ 1 and if
(1) -oo^£X<0 and E(X+Y < co, then for each b>0 the series (2) 2 ^nnt~1P{Sn > 0} rc=l converges uniformly on the set (3) R¡ = {z:z complex, \z\ <! 1, and | 1 -z\ > à}.
Heyde [2] has shown that under the conditions of the theorem the series (4) 2 nt-2P{Sn > 0} n=l converges. Hanson and Katz [1] have shown that even when there are no moment conditions imposed on X the series (5) Í{-l)nn-1P{Sn>0} fl=l converges. (This might be considered to be the case t=0.) The fact that (5) converges can be interpreted as saying that the sequence of probabilities P{Sn>0} does not oscillate too violently or that the sequence Sn does not oscillate too violently about zero. Note that if the sequence P{Sn>0} converged monotonically to zero, then the convergence of (4) would imply the convergence of (2). After proving the theorem some remarks will be made about the cases f<l. Define (6) qn = pjrUS, > 0]j and pn = P{Sn > 0} with ft = 1.
We begin by giving four lemmas. Proof.
If the right-hand side of (8) is written as a power series in z, then a comparison of the coefficients of z" on both sides of equation (8) gives, for n=\, 2, ■ • • , From Lemmas 3 and 4 the two series on the left-hand side of (12) each converge absolutely for |z|<l.
Hence the product series converges absolutely for \z\ < 1 and, for «= 1, 2, • • • , (14) is less than e/2 in absolute value for all N and M satisfying N0^N^M.
Then we choose Ar1^2A/0 such that (15) is less than s/2 in absolute value for all Nlz^N^M.
Concerning a converse.
An examination of its proof shows that the theorem remains valid if (1) is replaced by (19) 2 nt~2pisn > 0} < CO.
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Smith [5] gives for each r^l a distribution such that (19) holds and such that EX+=EX~= oo.
If it is assumed that ?>1 and that -oo^£'A'<0, is the converse to the theorem true? (I.e., does the convergence of (2) uniformly on Rt for every <5>0 imply £(*+)'<oo?)
Note that once it is assumed that EX<0 then E(X+)<co so there is no converse to worry about when f=l.
The case 0<t<\. If we assume -co^EX<0 then E(X+)x<co. The theorem holds for i = l and, from an inspection of the proof of the theorem, we find that the conclusion of the theorem is valid for 0<f<l also.
The series (19) is finite for all <<1. The following example shows that the conclusion of the theorem does not hold for all / < 1.
Example. Let Xlt X2,---he i.i.d. random variables with P{X{=1}=
P{Xi=-l}=l.Then 
